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ABSTRACT

The Meme Machine: A Surprising Connection Between Simone
Giertz's Average YouTube Views and the Popularity of the 'Surprised

Pikachu' Meme

This  paper  investigates  the  unexpected link  between the  average views of  Simone
Giertz's YouTube videos and the cultural phenomenon of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme.
Utilizing data from YouTube and Google Trends, we examined the correlation between
these two seemingly disparate entities to uncover their underlying relationship. In our
analysis, we stumbled upon a rather shocking discovery - a strong positive correlation
coefficient of 0.6977198 and a statistically significant p-value of less than 0.05 for the
years  2014  to  2023.  This  surprising  finding  suggests  that  there  may  indeed  be  a
connection between the comedic ingenuity displayed in Giertz's videos and the enduring
appeal of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme. In light of our results, it appears that Giertz's
knack for inventiveness and the meme's timeless expression of incredulity have formed
an unexpectedly synergistic partnership. As the saying goes, "I told my wife she should
embrace her mistakes. She gave me a hug." This unexpected correlation not only sheds
light on the intricate dynamics of internet culture but also prompts further exploration
into the nuanced interplay between online content creation and meme propagation.

Keywords:

Simone Giertz, YouTube views, Surprised Pikachu meme, correlation, YouTube data analysis, 
Google Trends, meme popularity, internet culture, meme propagation, comedic ingenuity, online 
content creation, internet trends, statistical analysis
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I. Introduction

The digital age has unleashed a myriad of unique and often perplexing cultural phenomena, from

viral dance challenges to enigmatic internet memes. These internet moments, often fleeting yet 

impactful, can captivate and unite the online community in unexpected ways. We may find 

ourselves pondering the profound question - what is it about a particular piece of online content 

that propels it into the realm of viral fame? As the great physicist Sir Isaac Newton once joked, 

"Why do we never tell secrets on a farm? Because the potatoes have eyes and the corn has ears!”

In this study, we delve into the intriguing correlation between the average views of Simone 

Giertz's YouTube videos and the meteoric rise of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme. Our 

investigation seeks to uncover the underlying link between these seemingly distinct cultural 

artifacts and explore the dynamics that underpin their mutual appeal. As we venture into this 

uncharted territory of internet culture, we are reminded of the wise words of comedian Bo 

Burnham, who quipped, "People say, 'I'm taking it one day at a time.' You know what? So is 

everybody. That's how time works."

The marriage of humor, creativity, and relatability in both Simone Giertz's content and the 

'Surprised Pikachu' meme prompts a unique opportunity to explore the intricate connections 

between online content creation and meme virality. As we unravel this enigmatic relationship, we

aim to shed light on the underlying mechanisms that propel certain online artifacts to viral 

stardom, all while keeping our eyes peeled for any unexpected twists along the way. After all, as 

they say, "I used to play piano by ear, but now I use my hands."
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II. Literature Review

The literature surrounding the relationship between online content viewership and meme 

proliferation has been limited, with few studies delving into the unexpected connection between 

the average views of Simone Giertz's YouTube videos and the surge of the 'Surprised Pikachu' 

meme. In "The Digital Age of Memes," Smith and Doe touched on the cultural impact of internet

memes, but failed to explore specific correlations with content creators' viewership. Meanwhile, 

Jones' work in "Viral Content: From Cat Videos to Memes" provided a comprehensive analysis 

of online phenomena but did not explicitly address the interplay between individual content 

creators and meme popularity.

However, our exploration delves into uncharted territory, where the line between entertainment 

and academia blurs. As we navigate the maze of internet culture, it becomes evident that the 

connection between Simone Giertz's comedic engineering projects and the 'Surprised Pikachu' 

meme is no mere shock value. It's like the time, “A photon checks into a hotel and is asked if he 

needs any help with his luggage. He says, ‘No, I’m traveling light.’”

To shed further light on the subject, let's consider works like "YouTube Sensation: A Study of 

Online Stardom" by Adams, which offers insights into the factors driving viewer engagement 

with digital content. Likewise, "Memes and Society: Exploring the Cultural Impact" by Brown 

provides a framework for understanding the societal implications of internet memes. However, 

neither work specifically delves into the connection between individual content creators' 

viewership and the rise of specific memes.

Moving into a more playful terrain, works of fiction such as "Meme Magic: A Tale of Internet 

Enchantment" and "The Meme Chronicles: Adventures in Online Virality" evoke the whimsical 
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realm of internet culture, albeit in a fictional context. And as we navigate the virtual landscape of

memes and viral content, it's crucial to remember that while the internet may have its quirks, it 

doesn't have a 'Ctrl+Z' for real life – so treasure every moment!

In the realm of internet memes, the 'Surprised Pikachu' phenomenon stands alongside viral 

sensations like the 'Distracted Boyfriend' meme and the 'Baby Yoda' craze. These memes have 

carved their place in the collective consciousness of the online community, resonating with 

audiences in unpredictable ways. In the words of the ancient meme sage, "If you're not part of 

the solution, you're part of the precipitate."

III. Methodology

To uncover the unexpected connection between Simone Giertz's average YouTube views and the 

popularity of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme, we embarked on a multifaceted research journey. 

Our approach was as methodical as a computer programmer trying to understand humor, and as 

nimble as a meme aficionado scrolling through internet culture. As Michelangelo said, "I saw an 

angel in the marble and carved until I set him free." We sought to reveal the hidden angel in the 

digital marble of YouTube views and meme popularity.

Firstly, we amassed data from various sources, primarily focusing on YouTube analytics and 

Google Trends. This involved sorting through a multitude of video titles, descriptions, and 

comments with the precision of an archaeologist sifting through ancient artifacts – albeit with 

significantly more cat videos and meme references. As we combed through this digital treasure 

trove, we maintained the discerning eye of a connoisseur seeking out the finest vintage memes. It
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was like finding a needle in a digital haystack, except the needle was a correlation coefficient and

the haystack was YouTube.

Once the data was collected, we employed complex statistical analyses to scrutinize and compare

the trends in Simone Giertz's average video views with the ebbs and flows of the 'Surprised 

Pikachu' meme's popularity. Our statistical approach was as rigorous as a personal trainer's 

workout regimen and as mathematically elegant as a dance choreographer's routine. In other 

words, we did our best to avoid any statistical hiccups or missteps, though we couldn't guarantee 

the absence of statistical dad jokes.

Furthermore, we utilized sophisticated regression models to delve deeper into the relationship 

between these seemingly disparate entities. Our regression analysis was as thorough as a 

sommelier assessing a fine wine, and as meticulous as a watchmaker crafting an intricate 

timepiece – though instead of sipping wine or assembling delicate gears, we were examining 

data points and coefficients. As the great philosopher Karl Marx once quipped, "Time is 

everything; man is nothing without timepieces - or was it capitalism?" Regardless, our 

commitment to precision remained unwavering.

In addition to quantitative analysis, we conducted qualitative investigations, including content 

analysis of Simone Giertz's videos and an exploration of the thematic elements present in the 

'Surprised Pikachu' meme. This qualitative phase of our research involved meticulous attention 

to detail, akin to a detective unraveling a complex riddle, or a baker perfecting the art of the 

surprise inside a pi-kachu-cake. As we scrutinized each video and meme variant, we also ensured

brevity in our assessments, lest we fall victim to the age-old adage, "When you search 'How to 

bake a Pikachu cake' and you actually find a tutorial, but it's a 'pi' in disguise."
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IV. Results

The analysis of the data revealed a strong positive correlation between the average views of 

Simone Giertz's YouTube videos and the popularity of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme. The 

Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated to be 0.6977198, indicating a robust association 

between these two variables. This finding suggests that as the average views of Giertz's videos 

increased, there was a corresponding rise in the prominence of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme in 

internet culture.

Figure 1 presents a scatterplot illustrating this strong correlation. It is evident from the scatterplot

that as the average views of Simone Giertz's videos increased, there was a noticeable uptick in 

the interest in the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme, demonstrating a compelling linear relationship 

between the two phenomena.

This unexpected correlation may be attributed to the magnetic appeal of humor and surprise, as 

exemplified by Simone Giertz's inventive content and the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme's classic 

expression of astonishment. It appears that the convergence of creative ingenuity and relatable 

humor has led to a symbiotic relationship between these two cultural phenomena.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Our findings suggest that there may be an intricate interplay between online content creation, 

audience engagement, and the propagation of internet memes. This surprising connection 

challenges conventional notions of how seemingly unrelated cultural artifacts can become 

intertwined in the digital realm, prompting further examination into the mechanisms driving 

meme virality.

As the data brought this unexpected correlation to light, we couldn't help but remember the old 

saying, "I told my wife she should embrace her mistakes. She gave me a hug." In a similar vein, 

the unforeseen connection between Simone Giertz's content and the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme 

reminds us that the internet's cultural landscape is rich with unexpected connections and 

surprises.

V. Discussion

The findings of our study have brought to light a surprising relationship between the average 

views of Simone Giertz's YouTube videos and the popularity of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme. 
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Our results reaffirm the assertions made by Smith and Doe in "The Digital Age of Memes" and 

Jones in "Viral Content: From Cat Videos to Memes" regarding the cultural impact of internet 

memes. The unexpected correlation we uncovered reinforces the notion that internet memes are 

deeply intertwined with the consumption and dissemination of online content, challenging 

traditional views of how digital artifacts interact.

Our analysis echoes the essence of Adams' "YouTube Sensation: A Study of Online Stardom," 

emphasizing the significant role of content creators in driving viewer engagement and meme 

proliferation. Furthermore, the interplay between Simone Giertz's inventive humor and the 

enduring appeal of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme aligns with Brown's insights in "Memes and 

Society: Exploring the Cultural Impact" regarding the societal implications of internet memes. 

This unexpected convergence sheds light on the complex dynamics of internet culture, revealing 

an intricate interplay between individual content creators, audience engagement, and meme 

propagation.

The robust association between the average views of Giertz's videos and the prominence of the 

'Surprised Pikachu' meme suggests that the comedic ingenuity displayed in her videos may have 

contributed to the enduring popularity of the meme. It appears that the shared elements of humor 

and surprise have formed an unexpectedly synergistic partnership between Giertz's content and 

the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme. This unanticipated correlation challenges traditional views on the 

distinct domains of online content creation and meme proliferation, underscoring the 

multifaceted nature of internet culture.

In the words of the ancient meme sage, "If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the 

precipitate." The unforeseen connection between Simone Giertz's content and the 'Surprised 

Pikachu' meme exemplifies the unpredictable and interconnected nature of internet phenomena. 
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This unexpected correlation highlights the whimsical and serendipitous elements that underpin 

the propagation of internet memes, underscoring the playful and intricate dynamics of digital 

culture.

VI. Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has elucidated a surprising connection between the average views of 

Simone Giertz's YouTube videos and the popularity of the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme. This 

unexpected correlation challenges traditional understandings of internet culture and underscores 

the nuanced interplay between online content creation and meme propagation. As the data 

unveiled this unforeseen relationship, it brings to mind a classic dad joke - "I told my wife she 

should embrace her mistakes. She gave me a hug." Just like the embrace of mistakes, the 

unanticipated convergence of Giertz's humor and the 'Surprised Pikachu' meme's timeless 

expression of incredulity has yielded a delightful revelation in the realm of internet phenomena.

The robust positive correlation coefficient and statistically significant p-value further emphasize 

the compelling association between these seemingly disparate cultural artifacts. Our findings 

suggest that the magnetic appeal of humor, surprise, and relatability has forged an unexpectedly 

symbiotic partnership between Giertz's inventive content and the enduring allure of the 

'Surprised Pikachu' meme. This research not only sheds light on the intricate dynamics of 

internet culture but also prompts further exploration into the nuanced interplay between online 

content creation and meme propagation. At this juncture, it seems unnecessary to delve deeper 

into this comical connection, akin to the timeless dad joke, "I used to play piano by ear, but now 

I use my hands."
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With these revelations in mind, it is evident that the digital landscape is replete with profound 

and often unpredictable connections, demonstrating the captivating nature of internet culture and 

the entwined destinies of seemingly unrelated online phenomena. Therefore, we assert that no 

further research in this area is required, for the whimsical threads of internet culture have been 

unwound with this research.
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